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graphic design
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creative direction
flash animation
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pfc spartak pleven
A full brand identity for my native town’s leading 
football club, PFC Spartak Pleven. The identity had 
to preserve Spartak’s traditional blue and white 
colours, but also to reimagine the team’s kits, 
website, fan items, stationery, and even the club’s 
bus.

client: football club
(bachelor’s degree graduation project)
year: 2012

The club crest unites the Cyrillic initials of the 
team’s name (СП) with a gladiator helm which 
makes the connection to Spartacus. He is the 
team’s patron as a famous gladiator from Roman 
times who was born in what is today Bulgaria.

The proposed identity brings PFC Spartak Pleven 
to the 21st century with an edgy, clean and 
modern look, but also looks back to the team and 
the country’s history.

The project was presented as a glossy 73-page 
design book which includes research on the 
team’s past identity and present competitors, 
a detailed explanation of the creative process, 
an identity guide and high-quality imagery of all 
designed items, with brief descriptions. A Flash 
presentation and large-format poster boards 
were also devised.
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r&d law firm
A single-page anchored web design. As a law 
firm website, the requirements were to achieve 
an authoritative and trustworthy appearance that 
would reassure the user.

client: university assignment
(2011/12 Design of a Website course)
year: 2012

de blauwe druif café
A 5-page web design, which had to feel cozy, 
welcoming and classy at the same time. The striped 
awning detail links the website to the design of the 
café itself, of which it is a prominent element.

client: an Amsterdam café via AdvanceU, an 
Amsterdam advertising agency
year: 2012
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the green hills of africa
A book cover design based on Ernest Hemingway’s 
famous non-fiction book detailing his travels and 
hunting exploits in the savannas of East Africa. My 
idea for the cover was to combine the extraordinary 
curved horns of Hemingway’s most prized trophy, 
the kudu antelope, with the dusty winding roads of 
this captivating continent.

client: self-assignment
year: 2012
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liquid glow the card
The logo takes inspiration from two items ever 
present at electronic music parties: turntables and 
glowsticks, to which the name of the duo alludes. 
In a typographic manner, the logo presents a DJ 
managing a turntable, while the “glow” typography 
is reminiscent of glowsticks.

client: house & trance DJ duo
year: 2011

The client’s requirements for this assignment were 
to preserve the red colour palette and to build a 
direct connection to the company’s business — 
discount cards (loyalty programmes). For the 
purpose, I designed a logo using the characteristic 
card shape, repeated in perspective.

client: discount card company
year: 2012

movement for 
european pleven

acquaviva

During the local election campaign in my home 
town, I was prompted to devise a logo for a 
non-existent political party which emphasizes 
“European values”. The logo takes the initial letter 
of the town in Cyrillic (П) and transforms it into a 
gateway built of yellow European brick-stars.

client: self-assignment
year: 2012

This wordmark for a bottled water brand is based 
on the flowing nature of water: a gentle wave 
passes through all letters of the name, contributing 
defining features to the As and the Q and naturally 
leading the eye through the wordmark.

client: university assignment
(2009/10 Introduction to Advertising course)
year: 2010
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hp q1 photosmart 
digital campaign
For this HP campaign from early 2010, I was 
tasked with animating and adapting an existing 
creative to a large-scale outdoor advertising 
format in Flash. As part of my duties, the banner 
was then converted to a video format.
client: HP via Proximity Toronto
year: 2010

The creative adapted by me was widely used 
in advertising media throughout Canada. Our 
clients from Proximity Toronto were kind enough 
to provide still imagery of the campaign in action 
in Toronto’s subway, shopping malls and Walmart 
electronics departments.
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majority vs minority
A book cover that uses an “evil pie chart” metaphor 
to portray majority and minority relations. 
Compulsory elements were Cyrillic writing, a 
barcode, a publishing house logo and the author’s 
name; the book name was also provided by the 
professor.

client: university assignment
(2011/12 Design of a Book course)
year: 2012

vaptsarov’s last poem
A poem collection page spread design. The poem 
in question is “Death Poem”, a short piece written 
hours before socialist poet Nikola Vaptsarov’s 
execution. The visual metaphor refers to the verse 
“After the firing squad – the worms” from the 
poem.

client: university assignment
(2010/11 Graphic Design of a Page course)
year: 2010

The fight is hard and pitiless
The fight is epic, as they say.
I fell. Another takes my place –
Why single out a name?

After the firing squad – the worms.
Thus does the single logic go.
But in the storm we’ll be with you,
My people, for we loved you so.

Translation by P. Tempest, 1954.
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beerblog
A full brand identity for a blog about beer, including  
naming, logo, web design and advertising items. 
The advertising materials rely heavily on an actual 
cork texture, a material assosicated with beer 
pads and a cozy atmosphere.. The logo attempts 
to cleverly combine a glass of beer with a pencil.

client: university assignment
(2011/12 Graphics in Visual Communication 
course)
year: 2012
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bulgarian culture 
interactive presentation
I wanted ot create an interactive animation to 
present Bulgaria’s unique culture in an eye-
catching manner. My work on this assignment 
included the original concept as well the graphic 
design, photo manipulation, flash animation, and 
technical direction. With the programming, I was 
assisted by Noncho Savov.

client: own project for the country presentation 
night at the German War Graves Commission youth 
camp Berlin 2010
year: 2010

client: HP via Proximity Toronto
year: 2010

hp airport security
For this HP rich media Flash project, I did the 
creative animation from storyboard and the 
technical direction of programming. The ad consists 
of three parts: two standard-looking banners 
and a composition of light rays passing between 
them, irrelevant of initial position. The campaign 
was trafficked heavily on popular websites like 
the American Fox News. Programming by Noncho 
Savov.
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bayer vitacraves
flash campaign
A full advertising campaign promoting Bayer’s 
brand of children’s vitamins. I conducted the 
creative and technical direction of animation, 
programming and game dynamics. The campaign 
included three sizes of banners, each featuring a 
classic game that we programmed. Development 
and animation by Noncho Savov, Hristo Hristov, 
Vladislav Lipovski, Nikolai Stefanov.

client: Bayer via Proximity Chicago
year: 2011

various standard
flash banners
It was my task to take care of the animation and/
or resizing of these Flash banners based on a 
storyboard provided by the client agency.

client: SHAW, Mercedes-Benz, La Redoute,
Royal Bank of Canada via Proximity Toronto, BBDO 
Toronto, TBWA Paris
year: 2009–2011


